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The Volkswagen Caddy is a leisure activity vehicle M-segment produced by the Volkswagen
Group since It is sold in Europe and in other markets around the world. The first and second
generations also had pick-up coupe utility variants. The following vehicles are related to the
Volkswagen Caddy and are also manufactured by the Volkswagen Group. The Caddy came to
fruition when Volkswagen was experimenting with Golf derivatives, an estate and a pickup. Trim
levels such as LX and Sportruck were available. In North America, the Caddy came with two
engine choices. The 1. The Caddy actually was not called Caddy until when it was released in
Europe. The first cars under the name Rabbit Pickup were sold in the United States in The
Caddy nameplate was never used in North America. Its first use was in Europe in , when the
Caddy came to Europe. The original Caddy was produced in South Africa until , alongside the
first generation Golf itself which was sold until The stamping equipment was shipped from the
closed plant in Westmoreland for both models. The â€” Caddy pickup used the following
engines: [ citation needed ]. However, during its long production in South Africa it has been
available with the following engines:. It was in production in Argentina until for the Latin
American market. Note: The electronic differential lock EDL employed by Volkswagen is not â€”
as the name suggests â€” a differential lock at all. Sensors monitor wheel speeds, and if one is
rotating substantially faster than the other i. This effectively transfers all the power to the other
wheel. The new model Caddy has a more aerodynamic design, the angle of the windscreen and
A pillar is more horizontal, making the dashboard bigger and the bonnet hood smaller. There
are two body sizes: "normal" and Maxi. The Life version has interior trimmings like that of a
conventional five seater wagon while the Kombi is a naked panel van with windows and seats.
The difference in road noise between the two is described by some as substantial. In May ,
British Gas signed a landmark deal which saw 1, vans being supplied to the firm, which were
fitted with a bespoke racking system and a speed limiter, designed by Siemens. Caddy Life has
a flexible seating system. In , a Special Edition Caddy Life Colour Concept with two distinctive
colours, Red Spice and Ravenna Blue, was released with upholstery fabrics, floor mats and a
variety of other elements on the dash panel in the same colour as the exterior body, and a
leather trimmed steering wheel, gear and handbrake lever. The Caddy Maxi range carried over
all of the Caddy engine and debuted the 2. Based on the Caddy Life the Tramper or Camper
Australia package comes with two seats and a table, a fold out awning that is packaged within
the rear tailgate, a bed that is made by folding down the seats measures 1. It is based on the 2.
Early in , the Caddy Maxi range will receive the 4Motion drivetrain. Towards the end of , the
Caddy underwent a facelift to match the new design language of Volkswagen vehicles. Changes
included a front with new headlights and grill from the Touran Mk2, which is similar to the
Volkswagen Golf Mk6. In , it underwent a second facelift consisting of a new front fascia, roof
spoiler and a new interior to keep it competitive alongside its more modern rivals. It is not
based on the new Volkswagen Group MQB platform , but it may be differentiated when
compared to the new Touran front end. The fourth-generation Caddy was unveiled in February
The switch to MQB has enabled VW to offer new tech to the Caddy lineup, including Travel
Assist, the new oncoming vehicle braking when turning function, connected infotainment
systems and digitalized controls. It went on sale in November Concepts and future models:
Microbus Concept. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Caddy Alltrack rugged
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Volkswagen has revealed the next-generation Caddy camper van, with the new lifestyle model
named California instead of Beach. Based on the fifth-generation Caddy light-commercial
vehicle that was revealed in February, the California is available with a standard or long
wheelbase, meaning it measures either mm or mm in length respectively. Either way, the
California comes with a fold-out bed mm long and mm wide with cup springs and a mattress. It
folds to a third of its size and is stored above the boot space. Of note, the second row of seats
can be removed if more interior space is required, with it no longer part of the bed set-up. And
an optional 1. But when it is time to sleep, there are curtains available for all windows. They are
secured by magnets for the front-side and rear glass, but they are also locked in by fasteners
for the windscreen and panoramic sunroof. The rear-side windows are instead covered by a
storage bag system, which can take items weight up to 5kg on each side. And to aid ventilation,
fly screens are integrated into the front doors, between the glass and frame. When the tailgate is
open, it can be pulled out and used without fear of rain while cooking. The mini kitchen has two
parts, with a single hob gas cooker with a windshield and a shelf integrated into the top, while a
cutlery tray and storage space for cooking utensils and provisions are found at the bottom. As a
result, the California is technically classified as a motor home. Naturally, a table and two chairs
are on hand, stowed in a bag underneath the bed. Sorry, there are no cars that match your
search. Trending articles. Subaru Brumby reborn? Subaru ute could return Three reasons you
shouldn't rush into buying Huge twist in Toyota Land Cruiser Series, Lookout Land Cruiser!
Hyundai Palisade Haval H2 leading the way for emerging Chinese Move over Toyota Home Car
News. Justin Hilliard. Stay up to date with the cars guide weekly newsletter. Most viewed in
news Subaru Brumby reborn? Subaru ute could return as a Toyota HiLux twin! Related content.
Could this ladder-frame chassis form the Volkswagen Transporter review: T6. Volkswagen
Caddy cars for sale. Has had new motor since then. Been in others as well. Too many awards
Classic Diesel 4 Door Rabbit. Only , miles. Has Vegetable Oil system installed in addition to the
traditional diesel. Great Economy at a great price. Set up with a seperate cooking oil tank with
transfer switch to increase the efficency New air conditioning, new front and rear brakes, 5
speed transmission, and tinted windows. Body and interior in good condition. I was told that I.

Drive it home, new brakes, new axels, seals, then up, new wheels, 4months little to no
rustGeorgia. Car, expect an antique car with normal ware a. Deal fell through so we are relisting
our VW Rabbit truck. Has , miles, not a turbo, diesel , gets over 50 mpg acute s, Perfect Rare
car. This car is perfect as perfect gets. Amazing condition. Zero rust, zero puddy, not It was
starting, but not for Diesel with 5 speed transmission Interior good condition. All the parts are
Im regrettably selling my rare turbo diesel rabbit. The car is in great running condition and has
been repainted. There is only one rust Runs and drives good, nice wheels and tires, new No rust
on shock towers. I painted shock towers with truck bed liner. Replaced injectors It can also run
on diesel and biodiesel. This car is commutes wet dream. I get about Runs great nice condition
these vw rabbit cabby Car began life as a non turbo diesel 4 speed. Engine was swapped to a
Turbo with a 5 speed. Other modifications are cross bracings for the For sale is my 86 vw
cabriolet Diesel , yep its a diesel. During these years of production there was never a cabriolet
diesel imported to the U Get notified when we have new listings available for volkswagen rabbit
diesel. We use cookies to personalize your experience. More info. Trovit Volkswagen Rabbit
Volkswagen rabbit diesel. X x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by
email volkswagen rabbit diesel. By creating this email alert, you agree to our Terms and our
Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time. Year No minimum No maximum Number of
doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced Price! ClassicCars 3 days ago. Report
View car. Vw rabbit diesel svo wvo biodiesel vegetable oil , Central Valley, Sevier County, UT vw
rabbit converted to run on vegetable oil. X Get notified when we have new listings available for
volkswagen rabbit diesel x Receive the latest car listings by email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:.
Our search engines. Follow us. Download the app. More info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we
can improve. Explore our SUVs. Now more than ever, we understand the need to put people
first: To give back to the communites in which we live and work. And to make owning a safe,
reliable vehicle more accessible to more Canadians than ever before. Our confidence is your
assurance that a new Volkswagen will be a reliable, practical and fun addition to your daily life.
Shop special offers. Be the Change. To build the future we want to see. To usher in electric for
everyone. To drive the mission of going carbon-neutral by And above allâ€¦ to be the change.
Discover the new VW. Get lease rates from 0. Offers end March 1. A more sustainable web
experience is a click away. The internet has a carbon footprint, determined by the amount of
data embedded in the digital media you interact with. So to celebrate the launch of the ID. Enter
experience. This Volksgiving, we're giving back to Owners who are essential workers
Volksgiving is our yearly tradition when we celebrate some of our extraordinary Volkswagen
Owners. Watch the video. Find your new Volkswagen. Match with your perfect Volkswagen.
Book a test drive. Find a dealer. Match with your perfect Volkswagen, 1 of 3. Everything about
electric. From electric vehicles, to our all-electric ID. Adopt today. The Volkswagen People First
Promise. Read More. See the facts. Owners and drivers. Volkswagen owners. Request a service
appointment. Volkswagen owners, 1 of 3. Volkswagen Pulse Blog. True performance needs no
audience. All fun. The all-new Golf R. Read our FAQs. See our dealership updates. Want to hear
our latest news? Get up to date information straight to your inbox. Sign up. This browser
version is not supported. Please update your browser for more security, speed, and the best
experience on this site. When you need a vehicle with the ability to adapt to your way of life, be
it private or commercial use, look no further than the Volkswagen Caddy. This configurable,
compact, people mover is as versatile as it is good-looking, and it's packed with a ton of
technology to make your trips easier and more comfortable. Up to seven seats, Or up to 3, litres
load volume, there is Space for everything. For the protection of younger passengers, ISOFIX
child seat mountings are fitted to the two outer seats on the three-seat bench in the second row.
There are also top tethers for all three seating positions. The convenient dual sliding doors
make getting in and out a breeze. The smooth-functioning tailgate can be opened with one
hand. When open, it offers protection from rain and sunshine during loading and unloading.
Every day is different. That's why the seats in the second and third row of the Caddy can be
easily folded, double-folded or, if necessary, removed. As a two seater, the Caddy short wheel
base offers a massive 3,L loading space volume, or 3,L in the Caddy Maxi. And even as a seven
seater, the Caddy Maxi offers an impressive L of luggage space. The Caddy comes with a suite
of safety features as standard. The vehicle is built to take you and your passengers from A to B
comfortably and safely. The Caddy has airbags for the driver and front passenger. Side and
head airbags offer the occupants the best possible protection in the event of head-on and side
impacts. To ensure every work day ends as stress-free as it starts, the Caddy includes Driver
Fatigue Detection, a system that evaluates steering movements. If fatigue is detected, the driver
is warned with an alarm and a signal appears on the console display 2. Front Assist uses a
radar sensor to detect when a vehicle in front gets too close and prepares for emergency
braking. Multi-Collision Brake uses the airbag sensors to detect potential collisions. Once

detected, the system will apply the brakes to slow the car 2. The Caddy boasts the latest in
functionality and technology, making sure that you and your passengers enjoy every journey.
The Caddy includes a range of technology like a The Caddy 's cleverly thought out storage
system includes a generous overhead roof shelf that lets you store items out of sight, but still
within easy reach from the front seats. Practical fold-up tables in the backrests of the front
seats provide second row passengers with a handy surface and an integrated cup holder. The
Caddy takes comfort seriously, with its intuitive front arrangement, sports-style leather steering
wheel, ergonomic seats and ample room. Our commitment to you and your car doesn't just stop
when you leave the showroom. We're always here to help. Our Multivan provides an even more
versatile cabin space. Braked towing capacity. Book a test drive. Whatever you need it for, the
Caddy fits the bill. Overseas model shown. Moving people. Pick its purpose. Pick up the whole
team. For the little ones. Sliding doors. Open sesame. Luggage space. All the space you need.
Built to go the distance. All-round protection. Driver Fatigue Detection. Your wake up call. Driver
assistance. Stay on the front foot. On the ball with technology. Your tools on command. Space
here and there. Sit back and relax. Step 1: Choose a vehicle. Step 2: Customise your choice.
Learn more about the Caddy. Download now. Here for you. Check Volkswagen warranty.
Volkswagen Assured Servicing. View pricing guide. See what's included. Explore people
movers. Room to move Our Multivan provides an even more versatile cabin space. Explore the
Multivan. Visit your nearest dealer today. Find a dealer. Take the driver's seat. Get in touch with
any queries. Contact us. Visit your nearest dealer today, 1 of 3. Your browser is outdated!
Reliable, flexible and as versatile as its predecessor, the new generation is even more
comfortable and economical. Comfort Discover how this Volkswagen can drive you beyond
your comfort zone without ever compromising on elegance. Fuel efficiency Designed with a
fuel-efficient engine, discover how this Volkswagen will keep going, no matter where your drive
takes you. Please take a seat. Inside you will find up to seven extremely comfortable seats and a
new high-quality finish on the cockpit â€” with the newly designed leather-covered
multifunction steering wheel available on request. Of course, there are also several cup holders
and practical storage spaces, for instance in the doors and the central console. In addition, a
spacious roof shelf is located directly above the driver and passenger seats, where it is
possible to store larger objects. Workdays, Sundays, holidays. Every day is different. That is
why the seats in the second seating row of the Caddy can be easily folded, double-folded or, if
necessary, removed. This creates the space needed for big shopping trips, and transporting
small furniture. The low loading sill height and the even load surface make loading and
unloading as easy as possible. To ensure that every adventure ends as stress-free as it begins,
the Caddy is equipped with various safety systems, which are activated in critical situations as
a preventative measure. Should an impact nonetheless occur, head airbags will provide optimal
protection to passengers in the outer seats of the second seating row. This new feature comes
standard on the Trendline equipment line. Head airbags will provide optimal protection to
passengers in the outer seats of the second seating row. In the Caddy, you will find a
generation of engines that captivate with their impressively smooth running and fuel savings.
Power transmission to the front wheels is the task of the smooth-running 5-speed manual
gearboxes. Thanks to the intelligent gearshift system, the 6-speed gearbox changes fluidly to
the next preselected gear at the optimum time. This results in excellent driving comfort without
an interruption in power flow. The gears can also be changed at any time with a light tap. The
TDI engines. The fuel-efficient 2. You would like to experience the golf live? Suggest us a
desired date for a test drive. The dealer in your area brings you and your Volkswagen together.
You can update your browser by clicking here. Caddy Trendline. Build and price. Models and
configurator. The Caddy takes life as it comes. Plenty of space to relax. A cockpit of the highest
quality. Up for new challenges every day. The interior with folding, double-folding and
removable seats. Fuel Efficiency. The latest standards in safety. The extensive technology
package for the Caddy Trendline. Economical fuel consumption. Smooth running and fuel
saving. Experience the Caddy for yourself. Compare specs and prices across the range to find
the Volkswagen that's right for you. Prices and options. Take the next step. Special Offers. View
all offers. Monthly Installment Calculator. Click here. Download brochure. Special Offers, 1 of 3.
If you still have questions about our models, need advice, or are simply looking for a direct
conversation, our Volkswagen dealers are here for you. To the dealer search. Would you like to
explore further? You can find all Volkswagen models here. Discover more. Test drive. Inquire
now. Aftersales Volkswagen Owners. Learn more. Financing Our flexible financing models leave
you with many options. Insurance Insurance. From necessary liability to comfortable all-round
protection. Financing Our flexible financing models leave you with many options, 2 of 3. Your
browser appears to be outdated. This classic and long running light commercial vehicle was
known internationally as the Volkswagen Caddy with the Type designation for left hand drive

and the for right hand drive. Clean California title, purchased new in this county San Joaquin
California car. Original paint, chrome, hubcaps. Custom fit glass canopy, bed liner, rear slider.
Kenwood stereo, halogen lights. GTI seats, Wolfsburg wheel. The truck [â€¦]. At the current time
this site focuses primarily on displaying ads for 1st generation VW Rabbit Pickups which
encompasses Caddy Trucks for models years through Ads are posted directly to this site via
sellers and are also reposted here from popular online classifieds sites such as Craigslist and
eBay. The goal is to be a classifieds aggregation resources and a central hub for finding any
classic VW Truck For Sale across the United States. Learn more about we manage our
classifieds on our About Us page. Strut towers are solid, the [â€¦]. Rust-free Texas truck
partially restored and runs great. Previous owner started the restoration and kept garaged. I
have had it several years and also garaged. Odometer does not work. Transmission rebuilt , and
has less [â€¦]. The original Volkswagen Caddy was released in as a hybrid coupe utility van
pickup. Initial trim levels included the LX and Sportruck and competed with other small hybrid
pickups such as the Ford Courier and Subaru Brat. One of the features of this site is to allow
sellers of Volkswagen VW Rabbit Pickup to list their trucks for sale. Use the link below to create
a post for our queue. We will publish your ad within 48 hours as long is it meets our quality
guidelines. We focus on reposting Craigslist ads from across the United States. We do this as a
convenience for our visitors so that they can see all current VW Trucks for sale in one place. We
also allow users of this site to post their own trucks for sale. Furthermore, this site is not
responsible for the accuracy of the content posted here. One of our goals is to be a research
point for buyers and sellers to see the past Volkswagen Rabbit Pickups for sale in various
states, cities and regions across the United States. For this purpose we do not remove old ad
posts, but do our best to mark these as sold. Please note that we only do this when the seller
contacts us directly. If you are the seller of a VW Truck Listed listed on this site and would like
your contact information removed along with the vehicle marked as sold, please send us a
message. All trademarks and copyrighted materials belong to their respective owners. Images
used on this site are both from various online sources including classified sites. If you are the
owner of an image featured on this and would like it removed, please contact us. The
information presented on this site is not guaranteed to be complete, accurate or up-to-date.
Additionally while we do our best to update this site regularly there is no guarantee of this or
the continued operation of the site. Please contact us should you have any questions about
this. Recent Listings. In the Spotlight. I purchased this truck three years ago with 25, It was and
is excellent condition. Truck has never been driven in winter. When purchased from 82 year old
woman she indicated [ Premier Listings Get your ad displayed here by using our Deluxe Listing
page. February 16, 0. March 12, 0. December 3, 2. Featured Listings Get your ad displayed here
by using our Ad Submission page. December 8, 1. October 24, 0. September 19, 1. September
16, 2. Recent Posts Ad Updates for February 17th February 17, 0. September 29, 0. June 28, 1.
May 15, 0. September 26, 0. December 13, 0. Classifieds Navigation Use the search box above or
select vehicle year or location below to see current listings. Years Phoenix Tucson. Little Rock.
Denver Fort Collins West Slope. Jacksonville Orlando Tallahassee Tampa. Athens Atlanta. Fort
Wayne Indianapolis. Kansas City Wichita. Boston New Bedford Springfield. Grand Rapids.
Kansas City St. New York City Syracuse Yonkers. Greensboro Raleigh Winston-Salem.
Cleveland Columbus. Oklahoma City Tulsa. Eugene Portland. Sioux Falls. Chattanooga
Nashville. Salt Lake City. Richmond Roanoke Virginia Beach. Sold Listings One of our goals is
to be a research point for buyers and sellers to see the past Volkswagen Rabbit Pickups for sale
in various states, cities and regions across the United States. Content Accuracy, Timeliness and
Availability The information presented on this site is not guaranteed to be complete, accurate or
up-to-date. Receive email alerts when we add new cars matching your request. Cars Search.
Clear search. Your search filters have been modified. Eastern Cape R0 - R24, Vehicle Type.
Body Type. Body Types. Fuel Type. Fuel Types. Beige 2. Seller Type. Seller Types. Car Alerts
Receive email alerts when we add new cars matching your request. Add a Car Alert. Share your
location to sort by distance. Yes No. Location sharing has been blocked by your web browser.
Enable location sharing in your web browser to: See the distance to each vehicle Sort by
distance. Getting your location is taking some time, carry on searching and we'll keep trying.
Volkswagen Caddy Variants. Volkswagen Caddy 2. NTT Volkswagen Paarl. View Car.
Volkswagen Caddy Maxi 2. Sollys Car Sales Nigel, Gauteng. Adventure Auto Pretoria, Gauteng.
Sunward Motors Silverton Silverton, Gauteng. Barons N1 City. Volkswagen Caddy 1. Lindsay
Saker Midrand Midrand, Gauteng. Claremont Volkswagen Claremont, Western Cape.
Volkswagen Caddy Cross 2. Victorious Auto Johannesburg, Gauteng. Kia Pietermaritzburg
Pieter
2006 toyota avalon maintenance schedule
6 way round wiring diagram

2006 chevy uplander transmission

maritzburg, Kwazulu Natal. Volkswagen Caddy Crewbus 1. Ballito Volkswagen Durban,
Kwazulu Natal. Jeep Nelspruit. Volkswagen Caddy Alltrack 2. Hatfield VW Commercial. Related
News. New Cars from Volkswagen in New Volkswagen Caddy California for the Outdoors.
Volkswagen Developing Caddy Camper. Spy Shots: Volkswagen Caddy. Your Wishlist. We
noticed that your cookies are disabled. Please enable cookies in your browser settings to
ensure that the selected vehicles are added and saved to your wishlist. You currently have no
vehicles on your wishlist. Got it! We have updated our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.
Continued usage of this website means that you are in agreement with the Cars. Kwazulu Natal
North West Province 6. Free State 7. Limpopo 3. Northern Cape 4. Gauteng Mpumalanga 5.
Western Cape Crewbus 2. MAXI Crewbus 2. Alltrack 2. Cross 2. Maxi 1. Bakkie 3. Kombi 1. Maxi
2. Caddy4 Crewbus 1. MAXI 2. Club 1. Crewbus 1. Pickup 1. Multi Purpose Vehicle Panel Van
Single Cab Bakkie 7.

